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Three Musicians, 1921 

Pablo Picasso 

Spanish 

About the Artist 

Pablo Picasso was born in 1881 in Malaga, Spain. His father 
was an artist who taught at the School of Fine Arts and Crafts 
:>"-:!,_was curator of the local museum. From his early child-

,. Picasso received encouragement for his painting and 
~gs from his parents. At the age of eleven, Picasso 
enrolled in the School of Fine Arts in La Coruna and at 
sixteen he enrolled in the Royal Academy of San Fernando 
in Madrid. As an adult he lived and worked in Paris for over 
fifty years and later returned to the Mediterranean coast and 
finally to the countryside of France, where he is buried. 

Over his lifetime, Picasso's paintings went through many 
changes in styles, subject matter and use of color. In the early 
1900s, Picasso painted with different shades and tints of 
blue, Called his "Blue Period," Picasso's predominantly blue 
paintings reflected his despair at the death of his best friend 
and his worries about his own poverty. These paintings were 
followed by another group known as his •Rose Period." During 
this time, many of his works were of circus performers and 
their animals painted in warm, rose tones. 

Picasso soon changed the way he painted, using a more 
abstract style called Cubism. Rather than trying to paint 
objects and people realistically, Cubist painters broke up their 
subjects into geometric shapes, often resembling cubes. Using 
this abstract way of representing people and objects, Cubists 
often showed more than one point of view in their paintings 
and relied on design as the main element of their work. The 
early Cubist paintings were painted in browns, grays and 
other neutral colors. Picasso's later Cubist paintings became 
more colorful and had a flat appearance. They were com
posed of large geometric shapes with little or no shading. 

a Teacher's Guide 

Oilllff aurwu, 67x 7'3 Y. • (200 x 223 em). Coll«tiDn, The Museum 
ofMotkmArr, New Ycri (Mrs. Simon Guggenheim Fund). 
l'ftDIDgraplr 01992, The Musevm of Modem An, New York. 

About the Art 

Three MusicUms is an example of one of Picasso's most 
famous late Cubist paintings. Completed in 1921, this large 
canvas depicts three highly abstracted musicians performing 
their music. The size of the painting is slightly larger than two 
large doors or doorways. Two elements of Cubism are evident 
in the use of shapes with sharp angles and interlocking design 
of geometric shapes. Picasso's use of large, bold and colorful 
shapes on this canvas is tightly constructed. It is difficult to 
pici out the three musicians. Picasso may have intended for 
viewers to appreciate the patterns of the shapes more than 
the image of the musicians. The painting is so carefully 
designed, it is difficult to distinguish between the figures 
and the background. 

Picasso's use of color in this painting contributes to the 
flattened perspective. He carefully designed the shapes used 
in this painting to keep the design simple. When this painting 
is carefully studied, the use of repetition in color, shape, scale 
and pattern can be found. This painting has influenced other 
artists whose work includes painting, drawing and collages 
about musicians. 

Correlations to the Textbooks 

Levell: Lessons 14, 25. 
Levell: Lessons3, 7, 17. 
~13: LessonsUI,3,18. 
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Looking at the Art 

One of the most striking elements in this painting is the 
contrast. Look at Picasso's use of white against the dark 
browns and blacks used in the foreground and background. 
'· ';ce how the strong white shapes take the eyes from the 
~de of the canvas across to the right. The arrangement 
o11he white shapes creates a path of movement. 

Picasso used a style called Cubism in this painting. In this 
style of painting, the subject matter is broken into geometric 
shapes. One must look closely and carefully to find the three 
musicians. Perhaps Picasso wanted his viewers to search for 
the musicians and to work at figuring out what instruments 
they played. Pick out the instruments. Which is the most 
difficult one to find? 

Look at the center musician. Note the bold red and gold 
pattern of triangles that create diamonds on the shapes repre
senting the musician's body or clothing. Look for other diag
onallines that make diamond shapes. Notice how Picasso 
repeated the pattern but changed its scale and color. 

This painting might have been called "Three Musicians 
and a Dog.n Can you find the dog? Did you notice the dog 
when you first looked at the painting? Why do you think the 
dog is hard to see? Do you think Picasso may have hidden the 
dog to try to get the viewer to look more carefully at his 
painting? 

Look at how Picasso was able to show depth in a flattened 
design with no shading. He layered objects by placing them 
over others. For example, look at the stack of objects on the 
brown table just beneath the first musician's hom. There is a 

black shape topped by a blue shape, followed by a black, then 
brown, then white and finally a thick blue rectangle on top. 
Look for other areas where shapes are layered, and determine 
which ones are closer and farther from view. 

Exploring Ideas 

• Your library may have several books about Picasso's life 
and art. Ask your librarian to help you find these so that you 
can learn more about his work. Some books written about 
Picasso for children are: 

Giraudy, G. Pialsso: The Minotaur. New York: Harry 
Abrams, 1988. 

Rodari, F. A Weekend with Picasso. New York: Rizzoli,l992. 
Venzia, M. Picasso (Getting to Know the World's Greatest 

Artists). Chicago: Children's Press, 1988. 
For a fictional account of reactions to Picasso's Cubist work, 
also see: ' 

dePaola, Tomie. 'Bonjour, Mr. Satie. New York: G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1991. 

• Using scraps of construction paper, scissors and paste or 
a glue stick, cut geometric, angled shapes and construct a 
collage of your scene. Choose no more than four colors. Pay 
close attention to layering shapes to show depth, as Picasso 
does. 
• Choose a scene in your own classroom that is visible 
from your desk or table. Try to sketch the scene using only 
geometric shapes. 
• Look carefully at the three musicians. What kind of music 
do you think they are playing? If this were a tape, disc or 
record album cover, what kind of music would you expect to 
hear when the music was played? Where is the music being 
played? How can you tell? Write a short story about the three 
musicians, telling how they met, describing their music and 
where they play it. 
• Choose one of the three musicians and write a paragraph 
about him or her. Try to use clues given in the painting to tell 
as much as you can about the personality and instrument of 
that musician. 

Key Words 

contrast path of movement 

foreground Cubism 

scale 
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Art Masterpiece 
Project Ideas for 5th Grade 

Three Musicians: Picasso 

~ Give students a black sheet of paper onto which they will glue 

construction paper, cut in geometric shapes, to make a picture 
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